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Some simplifications to multianvil devices for high pressure experiments
D. War.xrnr* M. A. Canpnurnn" C. M. Hrrcn
Department of Earth Sciences,Dowmng Street, Cambridge CB2 3EQ, United Kingdom

Ansrru,cr
We describe a simplified multianvil system for high pressure and high temperature
experiments based on the well-established octahedron-within-cubesgeometry in use in
many other laboratories. Departures in desigrrfrom previous devicesusing this geometry
include (l) use of a loose supporting ring that accommodatesappreciable elastic strain
under loading from within by an unanchored cylindrical cluster of removable tool steel
wedges,(2) choice of height to diameter of the cylindrical cluster of wedgesso that the
negative cube geometry ofthe interior cavity that they surround does not have its angular
relationships distorted under appreciablestrain, (3) casting of composite gasketmaterials
directly upon low porosity octahedral pressuremedia. The first two of these departures
from established practices allow a drastic reduction in hardware cost, bulk, and production
difficulty relative to current installations. The assembledmultianvil module is cost effective, as well as being small and light enoughto be inserted by hand in many of the standard
hydraulic pressesused for piston-cylinder work. The third departure reducesthe risk of
blowouts, of tedium, and of irreproducibility (during learning stages)of the normal procedure of cutting and attaching pyrophyllite gaskets.Using gasketsof Al'O, in epoxy on
a range of standard sizes of chrome magnesia octahedra, we are able to reproduce standard
calibration point transitions with the same forces (and in some casessomewhatlessforce)
required by other laboratories to achieve the same transitions with pyrophyllite gaskets.
The overall performance of pressure,volume, and temperatwe (PVI) for this design is
comparableto or better than extant octahedron-within-cubesdevices.Thesedevelopments
should make multianvil experiments accessibleto many existing piston-cylinder laboratories at modest incremental cost.

Inrnouucrrox
Pressureis an important variable in mineralogical and
petrological materials research.In condensedphasesthe
high bulk modulus of the materials under investigation
usually requiresthat pressuresin the rangeoftens to hundreds ofkilobars be applied in order for interestingproperty variations or phase transitions to occur. Practical
devicesproducing static pressuresat the upper end ofthis
range are largely limited to diamond-anvil cells and a
variety of multianvil devices. For large volume yields,
development work has largely centeredon the latter.
Multianvil deviceswere used in the 1950sin diamond
synthesiswork; for example, see von Platen (1962) and
the summary in Hall (1960). Kawai and Endo (1970) used
the octahedron-within-cubes geometry nested within a
spherical seat pressurized by oil outside a rubber containment membrane. Split spherical or cylindrical seats,
sometimeswithout the oil bag and sometimeswith truncations to sectors of the seats, have been the basis of
many subsequentversions of the nest for the octahedron* On leave from I-amont-Doherty Geological Observatory and
Department of Geological Sciencesof Columbia University, Palisades,New York 10964,U.S.A.
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within-cubes devices(e.9.,Kumazawa et al., 1972; lto et
Yoneda et al., 1986;
aI., 1974; Akaogi and Akimoto , 19771,
Takahashi,1986;Ohtani et al., 1987).Ohtani (1987)has
modified the nest for the anvils from a sphereto a long
cylindrical cluster of wedgescontained by a pair of separable, massiverings. The simplifications we describeare
related to the previous desigrrof Ohtani (1987), in that
the wedges we use form a cylindrical cluster. However
the wedges of the present design are loose and free to

Fig. l. Plan and section drawings of the multianvil module.
Uniaxial hydraulic press into which this module is positioned
for axial loading is not shown. The plan view has been drawn
with the top pressuredistribution plate (G,), the top three wedges
(A-u), and the cubesplus the pressuremedium assembly(C, D)
removed. Critical dimensions listed as follows. (Gaps, their dimensions, and their filling materials are discussedin the text.)
WEDGES. (A) AISI M2 tool steel hardened to R. 62. Square
faceat 35o16'toaxis ofmodule; squarefaceside2.015in. [5.] 18
cml; lowest corner of square face 0.25 in. [6.35 mm] from basal
surface; when 3 wedges assembled with gap of I mm between
them, the cylindrical diameter is 7.990 in. 120.295cml; surface
finish 8 micro inches or better. This high a hardness is unnecessary, and a subsequent version at R" 58 has also performed
well. Nevertheless,the continued useofM2 steelis recommended
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for its superior corrosion resistance.CONTAINMENT RING. (B)
Stressring of AISI H13 low-alloy tool steel hardened to R" 49
and double tempered as supplied by Edward B. Williams Manufacturing Company, Foundry Lane, Smethwick, Warley, West
Midlands 866 2LQ, United Kingdom. Nominal0.2oloproof stress
is 14.5kbar. O.D. 10.01in. (25.425cm), I.D. 8.000in. (20320
cm), length 5.0 in. (12.7 cm). Surfacefinish on bore better than
8 micro inches; 0.020 in. (0.51 mm) radius on all corners. ANVLS. (C) Tungsten-carbide cubeswith corner truncations. Edge
length 1.000 in. (25.40 mm); surface finish 8 micro inches or
better. Hertel grade KMY (60/oCo) used in testing. PRESSURE
MEDIUM. (D) MgO with 50/oCrrO. compressedto about 200/o
porosity; developed and supplied by Alan Hardstaff of G.R.-

Stein Refractories, Central ResearchLab., Sandy I-ane, Worksop,
Nottinghamshire S80 3EU, United Kingdom. SAFETY
RING. (E) Mild steel. 10.007in. (25.4178 cm) I.D.; wall thickness5/8 in. ( I 6 mm); pressfi t onto ring B. SCATTER SHIELD. (F)
Polycarbonate(Makrolon); 3.25 turns of a strip 3 mm thick and
5 irt. (12.7 cm) wide rolled onto exterior of E and pinned to E
with 2 dozenbolts. PRESSUREDISTRIBUTION PLATES' (G)
Tool steelannealedAISI Ol hardenedto R. l8; 1.5 in. (3'8 cm)
thick; 12 in. (30.5 cm) in diameter; raised "pillbox" of 7.80-in.
(19.81-cm)diameterand0.5-in. (1.27-cm)altitudeforms an O-ring
closureon bore ofB. Tunnels and shaftsbring coolant and wiring
betweenwedges.(Al alloy used successfullyin a subsequentversion.)
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Fig. 2. Photographsof the wedgesand partially assembledmodule. Holes in the basesof the wedgesare for dowel pins and bolt
attachments used to promote uniformity in the fabrication of the wedges.Partially assembledview correspondsto the partially
assembledplan view ofFigure l, except for the oblique view point.

float within the ring and the wedgecluster's ratio of length
to diameter is less than unity, rather than being a few
times greater.Massive support of the cluster is not present, and substantial elastic strain of the supporting ring
is induced during loading. Coolant is easily introduced
between the components within the ring. Essentially we
describe a soft-shell cylindrical nest for wedgeswhich drive
the standard octahedron-within-cubes payload. This
modular device can be retrofitted into the hydraulic
pressesof many existing piston-cylinder laboratories.

ofthe safetyring, which is surroundedby a polycarbonate
scatter shield (F) with attached handles for manipulation
of the ring and assembledmodule. Loading of the module
is accomplishedthrough pressure-distributionplates (G).
Materials specifications and dimensions of these components are given in caption for Figure l.
Several gaps exist between components. Between the
carbide anvils (C) are gaskets,to be discussedin detail
below. Between the anvils (C) and the wedges (A) are
pads [0.020 in. (0.5 mm) thick] of glass-filled epoxide
resin sheet (Tufnol grade l0G/40), which relieve any
EqurrvrnNr DEscRrprroN
stress-causingirregularities on the interfacesbetweenanPlan and section drawings of the module are given in vil and wedge,as well as accommodatethe slip between
Figure l. This module is inserted into a uniaxial hydrau- anvil and wedge necessaryfor convergenceduring loadlic pressto perform experiments.Uniaxial loading drives ing. Similar pads are in use in most multianvil laborathe lower set of wedges(A,_r) toward the upper set of tories. A gap I mm in plan view exists betweenthe wedgwedges (A-u) in the bore of the containment ring (B), es (A), which is filled with Tufnol sheet 0.030 in. (0.76
forcing the tungsten carbide cubic anvils (C) to converge mm) thick to position the wedgesduring module assemon the octahedral sample cavity (D). The containment bly. Betweenthe wedges(A) and the pressuredistribution
ring (B) is jacketed by the safetyring (E) with a light press plates (G) are disks 0.040 in. (l mm) thick of Tufnol.
fit. Strain gaugesare pennanently mounted to the exterior Thesedisks electrically isolate the wedges,absorb surface
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irregularities, and accommodatethe lateral motion of the
wedgesduring loading [up to 0.010 in. (0.25 mm)]. Between the wedges(A) and the bore of the containment
ring (B) is a gap of 0.005 in. (0.13 mm) filled with two
sheetsof polyesterfilm. The outer sheet[0.003 in. (0.076
mm) thick] is coated on its interior glossy surface with
polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) spray (equivalent to Teflon). The inner sheet[0.002in. (0.051mm) thick] of polyester has its glossy side out to the PTFE-coated glossy
side of the outer sheet. This configuration of lubricated
interfacesbetweenpolyestersheetsprovides a slip surface
to accommodate motion of the wedges(A) on the bore
of the containment ring (B). The polyester sheets also
provide electrical isolation of the ring from the wedges
and absorb stress concentrations from surface flaws and
debris on the bore of ring (B). The plastic sheets also
isolate the bore of ring (B) from the mixture of soluble
oil and water that circulates between the wedges(A) and
betweenthe cubes(C) as a coolant. Acetate sheetsof the
appropriate thickness have been found to work equally
well, and the choice depends largely on easeofprocurement.
Photos of the partially assembledmodule are shown in
Figure 2. The weight of the module is low enough that a
single small person can slide it into a hydraulic press
without the aid of an air pad, lift, or rail system.In mass
and easeof manipulation it is directly comparable to a
standardBoyd and England (1960) assembledpiston-cylinder stack. We have tested this module in a uniaxial
press normally used for piston-cylinder work that could
deliver about 500 tons of thrust from an 8-in. (20.32-cm)
ram.
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Fig. 3. Strain vs. load on press.Linear loadingcurvesshow
markedly nonlinear unloading.Bore friction on the wedgesis
reducedthroughthe expedientofproviding a lubricatedslip surfaceof plasticon plastic.

I-o.corNc AND srRArN TEsrs
As uniaxial loading proceeds,the wedgesconvergeon
the cubic cavity and are consequently forced outward
againstthe bore of the ring (B). The ring assemblyswells
as a result, and the wedgesmove radially as well as longitudinally along the module axis. The swelling of the ring
under load was monitored directly with a movable dial
indicator gauge and with permanently mounted strain
gaugeson the ring (E). No circumferential anisotropy of
swelling can be detected at the outer surface of the ring
once the assemblyof interior wedgesand cubeshas been
properly fabricated in terms of symmetry and uniformity
of dimensions. In fact this lack of strain anisotropy of the
ring makes it possible to test the correctnessof the fabrication of the wedgesand uniformity of the cubes. Dimensional imbalancesofjust a few 0.001 in. (0.025 mm)
are easily detected by exterior strain anisotropies of the
ring. A pair of typical plots of ring swelling on the outer
diameter vs. hydraulic load is given in Figure 3. The plot
in small open circles showsthe swelling of the ring under
load when only a single sheetoffrosted polyesteris used
to lubricate the gap between the wedges(A) and the bore
(B). The ring swelling is linear in applied load but shows
substantial hysteresisduring unloading. The ring binds
the wedges,and they do not immediately slip back during

unloading. The extent of this hysteresissuggeststhat as
much as 300/oof the thrust may be dissipated into bore
friction against the wedges.This is contrasted with the
plot of large solid symbols for the doubleJubricated film
configuration generally used. Again the ring strain is linear in applied stress, but a substantially higher strain is
realized for the same load. Furthermore, during unloading much less hysteresis is encountered. The extent of
reduction of the width of the stress-strainloop suggests
that bore friction has been reduced to the l0o/oof thrust
level by the expedient ofproviding a lubricated slip surface of glossyplastic on glossyplastic. Many other lubrication combinations were tested, with none showing much
better performance that the one described here, although
severalwere considerablymessierin practice. It is worth
noting that PTFE is not the key ingredient here because
a single 0.005-in. (0.127-mm) film of PTFE performed
only marginally better that a single sheet of frosted polyester. Two dry sheetsof glossy-to-glossypolyester performed better that either single sheet polyester or PTFE,
so it appearsthat the plastic-to-plastic slip surfaceis the
key ingredient, upon which further lubrication provides
incremental improvement.
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That frictional loss to the bore was the cause of the
loading/unloading strain hysteresis was obliquely confirmed by measurementof ring strain along the axis of
the module when internal loading proceededonly through
the top pressuredistribution plate. This could be accomplished by resting the lower end of the ring directly on
the flange of the lower pressure-distribution plate and
taking measurementswith the dial indicator gaugeup and
down the outer ring surface.Strain measurementscorresponding to the case of large hysteresisand poor lubrication in Figure 3 were about 200lohigher in the top third
ofthe ring than in the bottom third. In this configuration,
only the top wedgeswere free to travel along the bore,
and they sustain their frictional losses before stress is
transmitted through the cubic anvils to the bottom set of
three wedges.Thus the bottom three wedgespush and
swell the bottom of the ring to a lesserextent, determined
by the bore friction. The hysteresis measurements of
loading and unloading and the longitudinal anisotropy of
strain measurementsboth suggestthat the extent of thrust
loss to bore friction is about 20-30o/oin the worst cases
such as for the light symbols in Figure 3.
One might hesitate to think of the l0o/ofrictional loss
of the heavy symbols in Figure 3 as a best case.However
when one considershow much of the total applied thrust
is lost to gasketsupport rather than samplepressurization
(roughly 50-900/0, depending on the lab and gasket
loss to friction is easierto tolerate. There
system),a 100/o
is evidently much more potential scopefor improving the
efficiency of sample pressurization through attention to
gasketing,where the major lossesoccur, than in removing
the last small residual frictional losses. In light of the
calibrations reported below, bore friction cannot be considered a major drawback to this design.
Neverthelessit should be possible to reduce this frictional loss still further in subsequentdesignsby splitting
the single ring we have used into a pair of rings stacked
on top of one another with compressibleseparatorsbetween. Rings capable of independent movement toward
one another, eachholding three wedgesin place,will only
encounterfrictional lossesat the tips of the wedges,which
overlap the opposing ring. Splitting the ring into two has
the added attraction that each ring is lighter and more
easily manipulated. It also makes the inner cubic cavity
more accessiblefor loading becausethe upper ring need
not be fitted until the lower ring, lower wedges,and cubes
are all firlly assembled.A split ring also provides access
for penetrating beam experiments (although there is no
reasonwhy suitable ports could not be introduced at the
strategic places in a single ring). It is likely that future
refinementsin this design may proceedalong theselines.
A cautionary note about splitting the ring into two is that
each ring must be proportionately larger that simply half
of the single ring. This is becauseof the weaknessesassociatedwith end stresseson the ring maryins, where the
two rings approach one another and support the wedge
tips. The steel we have used in the device reported here
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might need to have its wall thickened by as much as a
factor of approximately 1.5 before it could be split into
two rings and be expected to provide adequate support
to the wedges.
A feature of some interest in Figure 3 is the extent to
which the ring swells. At a load of 500 tons the ring diameter grows by almost 0.020 in. (0.51 mm). Clearly the
wedgeshave a nontrivial radial displacementunder load.
The roughly comparabledimensions of wedgeradius and
height are a key feature in keeping the central cavity from
distorting cubic angular relationships. An additional result of the extent of swelling of the ring under load is that
the O-ring sealsbetween the pressuredistribution plates
(G) and the ring bore (B) will no longer provide a seal.
Thus it has proved handy to have a ready supply ofrubber
bands stretchedonto the outside of the scattershield (D.
As the loading proceeds, these rubber bands can be
dropped into the gap between the face of the pressure
distribution plates (G) and the end of the ring (B) to form
an end seal.Without this precaution, the circulating coolant will bathe the outside as well as the inside of the
module, with untidy consequences.If safety concerns
mandate reducing the exposureof the investigatorsto the
apparatusunder load, it will not be possible to decide in
real time the number of rubber bands appropriate for the
specificloading of the experiment. Alternate sealingprocedureswould needto be adopted.The useof O-ring seals
on the end of the ring (B) is unlikely to be effective becauseofthe close tolerancesrequired for closure and the
dynamic nature of the approach of the pressuredistribution plate's (G) flange to the end of the ring (B) during
an experiment. A more suitably compressiblegasketmaterial must be used to fill this gap before loading.
Ar-rcNprnNr
The separated,unattached character of the wedgesmight
be thought a design defect in terms of the difficulty in
maintaining wedge alignment. In fact the reverse is true
becausethe wedgesare sufficiently lubricated and the geometric relations of the components are such that any
unbalanced forces arising from misalignment are directed
toward, and are capable of, nudging the wedgesand cubes
into proper alignment. The ability to self-alignis critically
dependenton the wedgesbeing exactly symmetrical and
the cubes being uniform in size. If this initial condition
is satisfied, then the apparatus shows a remarkable capacity for self-organization. Even deliberate initial errors
of up to 2 mm from center in the placement of Cu octahedra within the cubes produced highly symmetrical
test piecesafter closure of the jaws. The thickness of Cu
fins extruded between the tungsten-carbide cube faces
during jaw closurewere uniform to within the +0.05 mm
(0.002 in.) measurableon a vernier caliper. The distance
of extrusion of the fins was symmetrical enoughthat completed test pieceswere in some demand as trinkets. Special initial or periodic alignment proceduresto the wedges
are unnecessarywith this design.
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CoNr.c.rNMnNT RrNG DURABTLTTyAND sAFETy
The durability of the containment ring assemblyunder
load is of some interest from the point of view of safety.
Rough calculations using the nominal proof stress(14.5
kbar) suggestthe ring would reach 0.20lostrain at a uniaxial load approaching 700 tons. In point of fact this
amount of strain was encountered at a uniaxial load of
500 tons, which also was the practical limit of the hydraulic system of the press used. The discrepancy between the designed and the observed strain may reflect
some degradation of the nominal proof stressduring the
double tempering used to increase ring toughness, and it
may reflect the crudenessofthe calculationsused. In any
event, as long as lhe 0.2Vostrain limit is observed, an
extended service life for the ring is anticipated. To ensure
this limit is not exceeded,three strain gaugesare attached
to the exterior of the safety ring (E). Gauge voltages are
monitored on a chart recorder along with other vital parameters of the experiment such as temperature, sample
conductivity, and hydraulic systempressure,as indicated
by a strain gaugeattached to the outside of the ram.
Safety precautions taken against the unlikely event of
ring failure include the safety ring (E) and the scatter shield
(D. The mild steel of the same batch of tube stock used
for the safety ring was certified to have passeda full flattening test without rupture. One measure of the danger
associated with the failure of a pressure vessel is the
quantity of elastic energy stored before rupture. Compound vesselsofthe Boyd and England (1960) type have
at least as much energy stored as the energy of assembly
of the two tapered rings and the insertion of the core.
This is conservatively estimated at l0 kJ; any energy
stored in samplo pressurization increasesthe hazard. By
contrast, an upp€r bound upon the elastic energy stored
in this loaded multianvil rnodule is provided by the product of the maximum force (500 tons) and the cube closure
distance(2 mm). The elasticenergystored is undoubtedly
very much less than this product becausemuch of the
work of closure is partitioned into anelastic deformation
and extrusion of the gaskets, and an average force might
be more appropriate to use than the maximum. Even so,
this product is less than l0 kJ. Past experiencewith several catastrophicfailures of compound pressurevesselsof
the Boyd and England (1960) designhas shown mild steel
to be effective as a safety ring. Becausethe safety ring (E)
of the present designis at least three times more massive
than the safety rings proved to have withstood catastrophic failures of more highly stressedcompound vessels, we have felt reasonably confident in approaching
this vesselunder full load. Neverthelessit should be carefully noted that the use of inexpensive mild steel in this
capacity is contrary to the best recommended practice,
and that 3O0-seriesstainless steels are more ductile at
high strain rates and may afford an extra margin of safety
(Getting, 1979).Our extra margin of safety(not counting
the rubber bands rnentioned above) is the polycarbonate
scatter shield (D.
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AlrO3/Epoxy
Fin Gaskets

I025

MgO-5%Cr2O3
Octahedron

Fig. 4. CIop)Sketchof pressurernediumwith integrallycast
gasketingfins. @ottom)Photographsof actualexamplesof these
combinationsof pressuremedium and gasket,as well as an example of a recoveredexperiment(ZnS transition) which was
anvils. The
loadedto 200 kbar on 3-mm TEL tungsten-carbide
anvils are seento havesustainedappreciableplasticstrain.The
extrusionof the gasketsis satisfuinglyuniform, and the gaskets
clearlymaintain their integrity evenduring unloading.
G.c,sKErs AND PRESsUREMEDrA
Two innovations in gasketing and pressuremedia were
employed. The first was to reduce to about 20olothe porosity of the semisintered chrome magnesia(950/oMgO
and 5VoCrrOr) from which octahedra were sawed. Reduction of initial porosity is beneficial for pressure-generation efficiencybecauselesscompressivestroke is wasted in closing the initial porosity presont. Chrome magnesia
with only 20oloporosity is quite easily machinable. Pure
magnesiain this low initial porosity is slightly less easily
machined, is a poorer insulator at very hrgh temperature,
and is a poorer pressure medium, as indicated by the
study of force needed to recover fixed transition points,
which is discussedbelow. Development work toward further densification of chrome magnesiais appropriate.
Our gasket system is illustrated in Figure 4. Fins that
serve as gasketsduring cube convergenceare cast directly
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Fig. 5. Fixed point calibrations for three sizesofanvil TEL
for the low porosity (20%) chrome-magnesia pressure medium
and integral gasket fins in standard use in this lab.

on the edges of the octahedra. We have experimented
with several materials, the most successfulto date being
a composite of AlrO, (a gntty powder supplied by BDH
under the name calcined alumina) bonded by epoxy resin
(Buehler Epoxide) in a ratio of 2:l by weight. The composite is prepared by mixing powder with premixed resin
and hardener. The material for pressing into the molds
should be very sparingly wetted with the epoxy. A good
measure of the richness of mixture desired is that the mix
should wad and cling to a wooden spatula without looking at all wet. PTFE cubes with truncations to simulate
tungsten-carbide anvils are spacedapart with PTFE sheet
of the desired fin thickness (2 mm in all cases).The
chrome-mrgnesia octahedron is placed in the segmented
mold, and the composite is squashedinto the spacesto
become fins after curing. Figure 4 contains a photograph
ofthe finished product, which can then be drilled or cut
for heater insertion, wiring connections, and so forth. This
procedure ensuresa minimum of initial spacedue to the
mismatch of gasketand MgO, reducesthe chancesof gasket misplacement,and replacesthe tedium of cutting and
pasting pyrophyllite with the tedium of cleaning up after
epoxy dribbles.
This gasket composite is much less brittle than pyro-

Fig. 6. Calibrations for 8-mm TEL on Bi transitions. (A)
Cambridge lab results for three ceramics. Chrome magnesia is
slightly more efrcient at translating thrust into sample pressure
than chrome-freg negnesia. Nonporous ceramics such as Aremco 5l I are more efficient still, but suffer other problems discussedin the text. (B) Cambridge resultsfor densechrome magnesia with gasketsof epoxy and AlrO, are compared to those for
some other labs: Misasa (Takahashi, 1986),ANU (Ohtani et al.,
1987), and Ehime (Ohtani, pers. comm.). Even with about l0Yo
ofthrust lost to bore friction, the use ofdense, integrally gasketed
pressure media in this lab gives an overall performance in the
efrciency of converting thrust to sample pressure that is comparable to or better than currently acceptable standards. Thus
bore friction is not a serious drawback to this multianvil nest
design. Adoption ofdenser pressuremedia and these gasketing
could improve the performance of friction-free deil:ff:*"r

phyllite and forms an extremely robust stockwork around
the pressure medium. We suspect that the toughness of
these integral gaskets, in addition to the self-alignment
capacity ofthe wedges, plays a role in the low incidence
of blowouts experienced in this lab-one in six months,
which occurred at only 25 kbar through the ill-considered
inclusion of polyester in the pressure medium. The performance of this composite material as a high pressure
gasket may be judged objectively from the calibrations
reported in the next section.

C,l,r,rnru.noNs
Three standard electrical resistance-drop transitions are
shown in Figure 5 as a function ofram oil pressureand
equivalent tons offorce ofuniaxial loading: Bi I-II at 25.5
kbar, Bi III-V at 77 kbar, and ZnS at 155 kbar (Lloyd,
l97l; Piermarini and Block, 1975).Three sizesof anvil
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truncation were tested: truncated edge lengths (TEL) of
8, 5, and 3 mm, which corespond to octahedralpressure
media of initial edgedimensions14, ll, and 8.5 mm. In
all casesgasketswere 2 mm thick and extended 3 mm
from their line ofexterior intersection with the surfaceof
the octahedron(which is always chrome magnesiain Fig.
5). A regular behavior is obvious. Furthermore, this plot
highlights the fact that pressures in the normal range of
other octahedron-within-cubesdevices can be achieved
by this design.We have successfullyloaded 3-mm truncations to about 200 kbar without blowout or other
equipment failure. Figure 4 showsa sampleassemblyand
its gasketsrecovered from one such experiment.
Comparison of our 8-mm TEL resultsfor chrome magnesia is made to results for chrome-freemagnesiain Figure 6,4'.It is clear that chrome magnesiais a slightly better
pressuremedium. An even higher efficiency of conversion of thrust into sample pressurewas experiencedusing
a nonporous, castableceramic made of MgO and zirconia
(Aremco 5 I l). Only about 7 5o/oof the forced needed to
achievethe Bi I-II transition with the other materials was
required in this case.Unfortunately this material is not
fully suitable for other reasons.Its mechanical nonuniformity promoted fin disintegration shortly after passing
the transition from Bi II to Bi III. Neverthelessthis result
doesindicate the benefits to be realized by reducing pressure medium porosity.
Figure 6B contains comparative results from other labs
reporting Bi calibrations at 8-mm TEL. Our results are
quite comparable to, or in some casessomewhat better
than, those of the other labs in terms of the efficiencyin
converting thrust into sample pressure.Clearly this minimalist designdoesnot sacrificeperformancefor simplicity ofapparatus construction or easeofgasketpreparation.
In this context, anxiety over bore friction in the present
designwould seemto be misplaced.An obvious corollary
is that other labs enjoying equipment free of bore friction
might be able to improve their performance by adopting
these gasketingprocedureswith lower porosity pressure
media.
In other respects,such as heating, the performance of
this design is also comparable to extant equipment. We
have been able to passthe Mo melting point at 100 kbar
on 8-mm TEL assemblies.Exactly the samestrengthsand
weaknessesof all multianvil heating systemsare shared
by this one. However the present design offers one advantage in that it is easy to circulate coolant within the
sealedring to keep the pads between the anvils and wedges from softening when hot and to keep the tungstencarbide cubescool. When coolant circulates,we have determined the temperature at the 8-mm TEL anvil tips to
be about 250 T' when the hot spot of a tube furnace with
a diameter of 3.4 mm is in excessof 2000 "C at 100 kbar
within l4-mm chrome magnesiaoctahedra.Without the
coolant, the outer surfaces of the anvils approach this
temperature in the steady state even when the interior
sample temperature only approaches 1000 "C. Cooling
the carbide should improve its performance.
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CoNcr,usroNs
A simple design is presentedthat duplicates the PW
performance of larger, standard octahedron-within-cubes
multianvil devices. The device could be retrofitted into
many existing piston-cylinder laboratories to enable researchto 200+ kbar to be performed more widely.
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